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The Original TAKrag (1010) 
The original TAKrag is a general purpose TAKrag used in any area for the removal of dust 

contamination. Different sizes and packaging are available to suit the individual and bulk user 

needs.

TAKkill Denaturant GP (Paint Type : General Purpose)

TAKkill Denaturant GP consists of a solution of alkalis designed for the treatment of over-spray 

paint in paint spray booths. The addition of TAKkill Denaturant GP solution in the paint spray 

booths will mean less frequent cleaning and easy removal of paint over-spray.

puraTAK (1099) 
This is a superior quality TAKrag and is widely adopted by vehicle manufacturers. It is virtually non 

linting with a continuous filament weave structure making it ideal for areas where stringent 

environmental controls are required.

TAKrags

TAKkill Denaturants

TMGramos is the world’s leading brand of TAKrags . Gramos  are low linting fabrics impregnated with proprietary non-

drying, low transfer resins designed to remove and capture surface contaminants from substrates prior to finishing i.e. painting, 

plating, laminating, dyeing, etc.

TMTAKrags

Gramos TAKkill paint spray booth water treatments are a range of additives for the water system of wet spray booth that have a 

recirculating water system. Gramos TAKkill paint spray booth water treatments are designed to denature/detackify the paint 

solids for ease of removal to ensure that the water does not reach saturation point and begin depositing paint within the booth.

TAKkill Denaturant HS (Paint Type : High Solids, Polyester Primer)

TAKkill Denaturant HS is a paint denaturant solution based on organic components which result in 

a formulation as environmentally friendly as it is effective. Paint over-spray will be completely 

denatured with no residual tackiness to stick to paint booth surfaces.

made in U.K.



Propeel
Propeel is a white, light-reflecting, solvent based temporary coating designed for application to all 

smooth, clean metal spray booth walls in order to provide an easy method of maintenance. The 

dried film collects paint over-spray and is readily peelable.

Tacky Surface Coating
Tacky Surface Coating is a clear aqueous solution of resins and tackifiers specially formulated for application to area walls by 

brush or spray. The film does not completely dry out at ambient temperature, and it has a tacky surface which collects and holds 

dust thus greatly assisting in keeping the areas free of airborne particles.

Peelable Coatings

Surface Coatings for Dust Management

Peelable coatings are spray applied liquid plastics that cure to a thin, dry, flexible temporary protective coating for paint spray 

booth walls, floor grates, light covers, etc. Once applied, the coating will stay in place to protect the spray booth from 

contamination by paint over-spray. Paint over-spray will stick to the dry plastic coating thus reducing air bourne contamination 

within the booth thus reducing defects in the final paint finish.

Gramos TAKkill paint spray booth water treatments are a range of additives for the water system of wet spray booth that have a 

recirculating water system. Gramos TAKkill paint spray booth water treatments are designed to denature/detackify the paint 

solids for ease of removal to ensure that the water does not reach saturation point and begin depositing paint within the booth.

recirculating water system. Gramos TAKkill paint spray booth water treatments are designed to denature/detackify the paint 

solids for ease of removal to ensure that the water does not reach saturation point and begin depositing paint within the booth.

Oven Coat WR
Oven Coat WR is designed for use in industrial paint stoving ovens and is a water based polymeric emulsion which, upon drying, 

converts to a tacky film, capable of holding dust and dirt particles and withstanding high temperatures for considerable lengths 

of time. Usage of this product will result in a much improved paint finish which means cutting down on expensive rejects and 

repainting.

Aquapeel
Aquapeel is a white, light-reflecting, water based temporary coating designed for application to all 

smooth, clean metal spray booth walls in order to provide an easy method of maintenance. The 

dried film collects paint over-spray and is readily peelable.
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